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READING NOTES AND ACTIVITIES FOR KS2
Suitable for: Ages 9+

Includes: Visual extracts from the book + corresponding reading questions and activities 
Themes Checklist: √ Diary Writing √ Comedy Writing √ Funny Illustrations

√ Comedy Performances!

Welcome to the hilarious WORLD of Harper Drew... there’s a whole lot of DRAMA, but luckily 
she has tried and tested methods to deal with it! Perfect for fans of Dork Diaries.

My name is Harper Drew. I’m using my new journal to take 
note of all the totally ridiculous things that seem to go on 
around me with my family and friends. I seem to be the 
ONLY ONE who sees all of this for what it is.
Completely BEYOND normal.

Recently I’ve been logging Drew Dial Ratings for all the 
mayhem. On a scale of 0 to 10, how likely is someone to 
SAY or DO something that would be less sensible than 
(for example) ... an out-of-control camel?

First up is the annual Drew trip to France ... and while 
there might not be camels, there are bats and llamas – 
and my brother Troy who is so obsessed with his hairstyle, 
he won’t even go swimming ... that’s a whole lot of ratings. 
I’m just hoping I land an invite to Maisie Felix’s party when 
I’m back to distract me from the Drews ... for one whole 
evening!

The start of a relatable new illustrated series – all about embracing your family, and fi nding 
unique ways to deal with life’s dramas.

About the book
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1. Dear Diary Pages 20–22
Reading Focus: Understand how diaries are presented and sequenced; 
identify the purpose of diary writing.
Outcome: A creative journal to inspire future writing tasks.

2. Finding the Funny Pages 126–127
Reading Focus: Understand the importance of style, tone and language 
choices in writing; use comedic techniques to exaggerate a descriptive scene.
Outcome: A description of an everyday event to make it funny.

3. Comedy Club Part 1 Pages 211–216
Reading Focus: Identify some of the features of comedy sketches and comedy 
writing.
Outcome: A script for a comedy sketch based on an event from the journals.

4. Comedy Club Part 2
Reading Focus: Perform a comedy sketch using some of the techniques used 
in the book.
Outcomes: A small group performance of a comedic scene; an evaluation of 
each other’s work.

Resource Pack
Objectives & Outcomes
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Dear Diary

•  When was this diary entry written?
•  Why do you think some words are written in bold or in different fonts?

•  Is this piece of writing supposed to be formal or informal?  Give examples of 
words or phrases which helped you decide.

•  Give an example of where Harper has shared her feelings.

Read the following diary entry from What’s New, Harper Drew?
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Activity
Collect ideas, events, and feelings to write a diary entry of your own!

To get started, fi nd a plain notebook or fold plain paper in half to create one. 
Write down any notable events or emotions that occur during the day – 

especially anything funny! It may be tricky at fi rst but you’ll soon get used to it.  
It’s a great way to become more confi dent as a writer.

Over the course of the next few days or week, add notes, doodles, and details 
to the following:

•  An ‘About Me’ page
•  Jar of Laughs 

•  Daily journal pages

Fill out the All About Me circle with things about you!
Why not start with your name and age, then add some of your favourite things?

ALL ABOUT ME!

 Ask an adult to help you cut around the above shape and stick it into your 
notebook! Alternatively, create your own ‘All About Me’ page in your own 

design directly in your notebook.
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Fill out the Jar of Laughs with  anything that has made you laugh! Think of 
funny things people have said or done and add them to your jar.

For example ‘My sister sang a funny song!’
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Daily Journal

What I Did Today

Best of the Day Tomorrow I’m...

Weather

Funny Rating

Cringe Rating

Have a go at recording your day in a diary entry!
You can use the below boxes as a guide.
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Finding the Funny

•  What everyday activity was Dad doing? What went wrong?
•  Find the two similes used to describe what it looked like when Dad sank.

•  How has the author exaggerated the response of the lifeguard to make it 
sound funnier? Identify three things. How is it different to how a lifeguard would 

usually respond?
•  How does the illustration add to the humour of the scene?

Read the following diary entry from What’s New, Harper Drew?
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Activity
Pick a funny incident from the journal you’ve been keeping or use one of the Scenario Cards 
below. Add details to make your chosen scenario sound funnier. Here are some suggestions 

for how to do this:

•  Make the person/people involved overreact to events
•  Include some physical comedy (slapstick humour) for effect

•  Maybe something unexpected could happen?
•  Include at least one funny simile to describe something

•  Add a funny illustration! 

When you have fi nished writing, share what you’ve done with your class.
Can your classmates spot where you’ve used the techniques suggested? 

Scenario 1

Someone attempts to dive into a swimming 
pool gracefully but belly fl ops.

Scenario 2

You’re walking along the pavement when 
a car drives through a puddle and splashes 
you.

Scenario 3

Someone’s walking a dog when the dog 
spots a squirrel and chases after it.

Scenario 4

You’re in the school playground when a bird 
poos on one of your friends’ heads.
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Comedy Club: Part One
Read the following diary entry from What’s New, Harper Drew?
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•  Where has the author included an unexpected turn of events?
•  Give an example of where slapstick humour or physical comedy has been 

used?
•  Which words have been used to exaggerate events? (screaming, drenched, 

exploded…)
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Activity
Watch some age-appropriate examples of slapstick humour and physical 

comedy e.g. The Chuckle Brothers or Mr Bean.  Note some examples of how 
these techniques have been used, e.g. funny walks or getting hit over the head 

with a plank of wood!  Did any misunderstandings occur?  Were there any 
unexpected turns of events?

Read pages 211–216 of What’s New, Harper Drew?.  Note examples of the 
comedic techniques you have learned about today and in the previous session.

Working in pairs or threes, write a short comedy sketch based on an event from 
your journals. You may want one of your group members to be a narrator.

Step-By-Step Guide to Creating a 
Comedy Sketch

• Step one: Choose an event.
• Step two:  Who is going to be involved?

• Step three:  How can this event be twisted, exaggerated, and 
added to, to make it even funnier?

• Step four: How are the techniques learned in the previous 
sessions going to be included (wordplay, misunderstandings, 

slapstick, physical comedy, unexpected events, overreactions etc.)?

Have you included:

- Physical Comedy?
- Unexpected events?
- Wordplay or jokes?

- Overreaction? 
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Comedy Club: Part Two

Time to rehearse and perform your comedy sketches!  You could 
choose to host this as a live comedy event and invite another class 
to come and rate the performances in terms of comedic techniques 

employed and give a ‘DREW DIAL RATING’ out of ten.  Scores 
could be combined to give an overall winner.

Technique Tally Total

Slapstick Humour

Physical Comedy

Unexpected Events

Wordplay or Jokes

Comedic Overreaction

Overall Score:


